Maja Bajevic (Bosnia and Herzegovina / France) is an artist who takes a critical and
witty approach to art in order to pinpoint dualities in human behaviour, in particular
those involving power. The power of history is opposed to the power of choice and
interpretation; collective memory to collective amnesia, objective accounts to
subjective storytelling and imagination – as a construction in progress, fluid and
unstable (the presence of scaffolding in her work is not fortuitous), whose shifts and
derivations react to contradictory stimuli. Her work is about opening questions rather
then giving answers, where every answered question opens a new territory with new
brackets that give place to the unforeseen or the yet unspoken, in an never-ending
continuum. Bajevic’s work, ranges from video, installation, performance and sound to
text, crafts, drawing, printmaking, machinery and photography.
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